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in the landscape. The big beefwood tree at Eerstewater also  
has  (had)  a few friends also occupying the riverbed, and they 
will also be taking their share of the  water.  In fact,  if  we   

look at all the trees at Eerstewater, the patch of trees at the 
picnic place consists of three poplars, nine gum trees and one 
beefwood that is no longer with us. Further downstream there 
are 13 gum trees, six large pine trees and a large poplar. Of 
this group, nine gums, all the pines and the poplar are 
growing in the actual riverbed, and all will have tapped into 
the Dorps River, even if the roots had to stretch.  
 
Even further downstream there are two younger beefwood 
trees, probably offspring of the old tree, growing next to the 
river and also taking their share. A rough estimate of water 
consumption by all the trees in the Eerstewater area is about 

30 kl/day. Again, this is minimal compared to what used to 
flow down the river, but would certainly contribute to 
increased flow in the Dorps River and ultimately to restoring 
the ecological reserve and the goods and services such as 
water purification, and fruits and seeds for birds that are 
supplied by the indigenous vegetation along the river. 
 
Prince Albert is a water-stressed town. The carrying capacity, 
in terms of water, was almost certainly reached some years 
ago. None-the-less, there seems to be no end to the line up of 
new houses being built (with swimming pools?) and any 

improvement of the flow of the Dorps River means less of a 
probability that water restrictions will be imposed. There is 
only so much water available from the mountain – good rains 
up there and snow means more water, but it does not mean 
that water can be wasted on trees that are not part of the pre-
settler tree community. n 
________________________________ 
PS. According to CapeNature, the scouring out of the river bed was 

not part of the proposed and approved scope of work at 

Eerstewater. The Environmental Control Officer reported in his 

August report that 'Works within the watercourse done by the 

Municipality was noted outside the footprint of the current remedial 

works.’ The Municipality should be asked about this operation and 

who recommended this to be done. Clearing of the boulders from 

the river bed, and thereby increasing the speed of the flow, is totally 

against any of the rules for controlling rivers, and the next big rain 

on the mountain and severe runoff is likely to have devastating 

effects downstream. 

 

 
 

Casuarina equisitifolia felled at Eerstewater: 

 Photo Dr Sue Dean 
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The Dorps River ‘canalised’ with large boulders 
shifted to one side. Photo: Dr Sue Dean 

 

          couple of local concerned citizens  have  contacted   us 
          to find out why the  big  old  tree   at   Eerstewater   has 
          been cut down. Let us get the situation in perspective. 
First of all the big old tree is not a cypress, or an indigenous 
Clan William cedar, but a beefwood Casuarina equisitifolia, 
an alien species from Australia. It is unlikely that one of the 

first European settlers in Prince Albert planted the tree as soon 
as they arrived, so the age of the tree is probably 200 years at 
most. Its most fortunate germination (or planted) site, next to 
the riverbed, meant that it had as much water as it needed to 
grow quickly into the giant that many of us have seen. 
 
We were informed by Colin Fordham of CapeNature (whom 
we thank for the information) that the tree was removed by the 
Department of Roads and Transport, who are in process of 
fixing the Swartberg Pass. They have obtained an emergency 
directive to do the work (which for the most part is 
reinstatement and return of the road to its pre-flood state). 

Their approved scope of work at Eerstewater is the following 
proposed remedial work: 
 
1. Reinstate access – reinstate embankment with rock fill from 

Dorps River and layer works from approved sources.  
2. Restore to original condition - reinstate embankment 
with rock fill from Dorps River and layer works from 
approved sources. Reconstruct gabion structure at 
Eerstewater.  
3. Improvements – construction of permanent retaining 
structure to protect toe of road prism against erosion. Remove 

beefwood tree at Eerstewater to improve hydraulic flow.  
 
We should also get the situation with big old trees and their 
removal in context. Big old trees need a lot of moisture to keep 
going. That means that that tree was probably taking as much 

as two or three kilolitres of water from the Dorps River every 
day. So we can assume that without the tree, the Dorps River 
would have flowed a little stronger every day. And bear in 
mind that the tree would need its daily 2 kl, rain or shine, in 
the midst of a drought or feeble river flow, and regardless of 
the needs of the human population downstream. Trees in
riverbeds will use more water than those on riverbanks and 

where they can reach ground water. In both situations, with 
available water, they use more than trees  growing  elsewhere 
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